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About This Game

EVERYDAY GOLF VR is a realistic golf VR game.

We have been continuously mulling over how to improve user convenience without losing realism so that people can easily play
our game whether they are familiar with golf or not.

In addition, we have been focusing on minimizing VR motion sickness. Once the graphic options are set appropriately, users
will be able to play EVERYDAY GOLF VR comfortably, and so will those who are not familiar with VR.

Enjoy real golf regardless of weather or time!

 Game Mode
• Single-player mode for clearing 63 different holes one by one

• Competitive mode for up to four people to play together on one device
• Tour Mode which you can challenge for the big prize once a day

User Convenience
• Swing analysis; Head-up status, swing trajectory, club head launch angle, swing speed, carry and run distance, etc.

• Minimal movement → VR nausea reduction
• Switch to the green reading screen when you are seated

• Left-handed mode (Vive only)
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Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Everyday Golf VR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
WISECAT
Publisher:
WISECAT
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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lots of bugs so far .............................. Works well on Windows 10 with compatibility mode (Win XP SP 2). Apply this on the
executable (steamapps folder) and it should work, for me it did.

I played the game in my childhood and unlike some other games it was instantly fun to play again. The trading aspect is a bit
monotonous but this also makes this game easy to play and to get into. Changing prices and finding out where to sell high and
buy low makes this game fun. Of course you can adjust the difficulty settings to make things a bit more challanging if you wish
to.
Here is basically what you do: Take a ship and sail from harbor to harbot and sell and buy goods by different prices. You can
have more ships over time and have to deal with pirates at some point. Prices vary but there are towns with high and low
production of each good. Furhtermore you can build warehouse in towns and even production facilities to produce your own
goods and make profit with those.

I like that the game offers new challanges and opportunities over time. I think there is even times of war in towns and such
special times offer new opportunities for you as a merchant. Basically I wrote this to show that it is playable on Windows 10.. if
your a fan of some of the other games like honey cam studios and such this game does not live up to the hype its more like a
spreadsheet game. Can u believe this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game was on for 20$, what a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t price, now it's on for 1.19$ still a
♥♥♥♥ing rip off. DEFINITLY NOT FETUS APPROVED. Poorly made, and frustrating.. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and i'm
gladly getting a refund. I'll have my 59 cents back, thank you very much.

Edit: The volume was extraordinarily loud, there isn't even a volume setting. The settings are overall poor. That annoyed me to
the point, where I didn't feel like the developer of this game deserves my money already.
Adding to that I expected a game, that needs me to apply calculus (don't know where I got that idea). Instead I got cryptic riddly
language puzzles, I didn't find myself wanting to spend time on... I just got it and it's pretty good for some uses. I tested a few 3d
games and while it works, I found that the games looked better in my opinion with their original filtering, compared to no
filtering at all specially the texts which look pixelated, but in my opinion it looked better when using this program and the
antialiasing, but sadly that makes some pretty big performance drops due to the antialiasing and since you can't play the game in
fullscreen mode, it introduces lag and reduced performance.

Now, for older games... I was surprised, it's pretty good! Old games look really better with integer scaling as opposed to
stretched fullscreen and not to mention that some games just don't even have a fullscreen option, just a tiny windowed mode so
this program really comes in handy, and you can also use the antialiasing in some of those games with no performance drops
since they are simpler games. Heck there are some games on steam released nowadays that run on a tiny window so you can use
this.

Also this software pretty much makes any windows as if it was running borderless since it only zooms the game itself. I really
hate when I enter and alt-tab a game since it takes a few seconds and with this it's really instant and the program zooms again
when you alt-tab again.

Overall I'm satisfied with the software and it's pretty good as a first release and it has room to improve and be even better.. This
is only chapter one, and it's insanely good.
I want to know what's going to happen next now !. seems to be fixed now... and works as intended so I will change my review to
positive... BUT C'MON GUYS..... this was a preventable and predictable problem.... its just silly that this was not tested through
steam and only the in game menu purchase was tested. I'm sorry... But no... This is pathetic... Thank god I received it with a
coupon, but even with that, it's sad...
Pro:
Has trading cards
con:
The rest (it shows I played 3-4 hours, but I just kept i running for the Pro I just mentioned )

XD sAlute!
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Cool puzzle game teleport based. Very good for people new to VR as well as for plalyers with experience.

I say "people new to VR" because it starts with teleport on flat planes. Then on heigths with a bit of vertigo and then with
moving plateforms and then flying.
The progression with VR senses is gradual and gently brings the player to the power of VR.

New VR players wanting to build their VR legs will find a relaxing game with pretty cool puzzles and environements, which will
give them confidence and pushing their potential VR sickness to zero.

Beleive me VR rookies, with this game you will be able to rocket launch everyone in doom-like fast locomotion with jumps and
fly without any dizziness.

And veterans you will enjoy a very refreshing game to relax from the most stress inducing shooters.

 May I add that even low configs will run this game perfectly. Gfx are not incredible but fit very well the style. The artists made
a good job and proves that VR magik doesn't need crazy textures and polygons.

1.3 hours today, I think I am less than 50% of the game. Definitively recomended..
\u9a97\u94b1\u7684\u73a9\u610f\uff0c\u5927\u5bb6\u4e0d\u8981\u4e0a\u5f53\uff01\uff01\uff01. I had only played the
Gold version before and now that I picked this gem on Steam for under a euro I can say - they are very different. At first I
thought that the only difference is the lack of some campaign scenarios - mainly the one that starts at 1933 and gives you so
much time to develop them unstoppable armies! But after I played one of the shorter ones I came to some conclusions:

 the color palettes are a bit off and not so smooth on my eyes - easily changed in the Gold version

 the infrastructure is VERY slow to develop - really 72 turns to upgrade one level? And I thought Gold taking 17 turns
was slow.

 HUGE maintenance costs! Why spend 1\/5th of the campaign in upgrading a slot if in the end it will cost half your GDP
to maintain? No such problem in Gold.

 at first I thought "Why does research cost so little points? Now I can pump Heavy tanks before everyone else!" - yeah
but no - research is compleatly RNG based so even at full IPU those 25 research poins can take 100+ turns to make...

 all units have only one combat "value" which makes gameplay blunt as it doesn't matter what armies you build. In Gold
each unit has Attack and Defense - this for instance makes infantry very hard to deal with and while tanks have huge
attack power they are probably the first to fall in battle due to low defense.

 a lot of other nitpicks that I could point out but they aren't that gamebreaking.
What I am trying to get at is this - there are a lot of balance issues with the game but chances are unless you've played
the Gold version, you might not notice some at all and thats good. Just letting you know there is a better version out there
that is  currently not on Steam. That being said I still think this series is amazing.

5\/10

8\/10 for Making History: The Calm & the Storm Gold Edition

Edit: Gold is LIVE on Steam! Pick it up!. fun for alll age's lol. Nice and simple with a surprisingly interesting
story.
Over the course of the game the conflicting art styles even kind of grow on you. Definitely worth the price if you
enjoy JRPGs.

Both the game and the story are very player reliant, there are no real quests per say, so at the beginning of the
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game you are supposed to talk to people and they will just say something you might want to do. Note that as far
as I've seen there is no quest log, as you don't really get quests, so you'll have to remember what they tell you to
do yourself. However this also makes the world quite open, you can in theory go to some late game areas and
spend your life savings on an OP weapon or piece of armor very early in the game as there are very few
roadblocks aside from stronger monsters, but I'd not recommend it.

Only negative I'd give it straight up is that the beginning of the game might be a bit confusing to new players
both due to what I described above (but that's only in the first stages of the game, you get used to it) and that
even a party of the weakest monsters around can give you quite serious trouble at level 1, which might scare you
off into severely lowering the difficulty.
Rest assured though that if you spend at least a portion of your starting money on some equipment flimsy
equipment you should be able to venture into the sewers (the entrances are the 2 wells you can find in the
starting town, not a secret area but one I didn't find my first time around) and get up to level 3 you should be
able to venture off.

Lastly, here are some key bindings that you may not immediately figure out but that are very important.
Arrow Keys - Movement
Z - Accept\/Confirm
X - Deny\/Exit
A - "In game" menu
Esc - "System" menu
R. Shift - Opens some menus such as info about the monster you are targeting, the skill you are hovering or
some preset level up options in the level up window.
. When pizza man not give you pizza. I will be keeping an eye on it, but as for right now it's just a game engine
with no story and a lot of stuff that's broken. I can't wait to see how this turns out.

If you like RimWorld, Dwarf Fortress, Gnomoria, or Stonehearth, you're going to love the look and feel of this
game.
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